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Ste Bate 

 The Church is the Father’s House and we are His 

family.  People should feel like they’re coming 

home as they walk through the door.   

 Our welcoming culture plays a part in this, but 

we are not merely a social club or a group of 

friends hanging out.  As Moses knew, it’s God’s 

presence that makes ALL the difference.  

 Although God is everywhere, we can experience 

His manifest presence. 

 The glory of the New Covenant is much greater 

than the old, and so we can, with unveiled faces, 

reflect His glory more and more as we become 

like Him. 

 No programme, branding, strategy, action plan, 

building project or anything else can possibly 

compare with encountering the presence of 

God.    

Psalm 127:1 

Exodus 33:12-23;  

34:28-35 

2 Corinthians 3:7-18 

2 Chronicles 5 

Main points 

Saturated in the presence of God 

“I can see a place that is saturated in the presence of God.  Where people 

are captivated by His love as they walk across the car park; where they 

feel like they’re coming home as they walk through the door; where 

everyone feels a sense of belonging and where the lonely and isolated 

find their place in the family of God.”  



Discussion questions 
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1. What is the difference between 

the “omnipresence” and 

“manifest presence” of God?  

2. Looking at the Exodus and 2 

Chronicles references, what are 

some of the things they did in 

order to encounter the 

manifest presence of God?  

3. Looking at the 2 Corinthians 

passage, how much do you feel 

this reflects your everyday life 

as a child of God?   

4. What can we do, both 

individually and corporately, to 

see the truth of this passage 

more and more revealed in our 

day-to-day living? What are 

some of the ways that we can 

surrender to the work of the 

Holy Spirit, so that His power 

can produce God’s character in 

us?   

Paul says to the Philippians to 

work hard to show the results 

of our salvation. Take time to 

discuss the ‘theological’ and 

‘practical’ aspects of this.  Faith 

or works? Or both? And by 

whose power? 

 

This Week 

Try to take time each day this week to wait quietly for God’s 

presence.  Write down anything that happens or that you think He 

might be saying to you, and if you’re comfortable share this with your 

group next week.    
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 God accepts everyone into His family, and He 

doesn’t want us to remain the same.  He wants 

to restore His image in us and set us free from 

all that prevents this.  

 God gives us the desire and the power to do 

what pleases Him, but we have to surrender to 

the work of His Spirit.  

 No one is too “messed up” or “broken” for 

God’s intervention.   

 Sometimes healing can take place in a 

moment, sometimes it can be a process of 

change over time.  

 We have many things in place to enable 

healing to take place, such as teaching, Life 

Groups, counselling and Sozo.   

Matthew 4:23-25 

Philippians 1:6 

Romans 8:1-17  

Main points 

Cleansed, forgiven and set free 

Andy How 

“I can see a place where the presence of God brings about conviction of 

sin, a place with an ethos that says “God loves you the way you are, but 

He loves you too much to leave you the way you are.”  A place where 

sinners lay down their burdens and walk away cleansed and set free, 

healed, restored and forgiven.  A place where strongholds in people’s 

lives are demolished by the powerful hand of God, where habits are 

broken in Jesus’ name, and cares are lifted off.”  



Discussion questions 
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1. Discuss the difference between 

“Telling people how to live”, 

and “Telling people what the 

Bible says and allowing for the 

conviction of the Holy 

Spirit.”  In a culture where truth 

is considered to be a relative 

thing, how important is it that 

we understand the difference? 

2. Consider Paul’s confidence in 

Philippians 1:6.  Are there any 

reasons why God might not be 

able to complete work He has 

begun in us?  

3. What would you do if someone 

came to you with an issue/sin/

addiction and said they want to 

change? Do you know the 

various ways we help people to 

find freedom at Glendale?  

4. Are there any areas in your 

own life where you recognise 

you need God’s healing?  Take 

time to pray into this as a 

group, and speak to your Life 

Group leader if you need more 

help.  

This Week 

Ask God to show you if there are any areas where He’d like to bring 

healing or new freedom into your life.  Speak to your Life Group leader 

or someone from the Leadership Team if you feel you need help or 

further prayer.  
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Main points 

 Whatever our age, stage of life, ethnicity or 

socio-economic background, God has a unique 

and eternal call on our lives. 

 No one is too old or too young, too rich or too 

poor, too clever or too uneducated to be part 

of God’s purposes! 

 God’s power at work in us can accomplish 

infinitely more than we could dare to ask or 

imagine.  

 We want Glendale to be a place where we all 

get to discover, learn, practise and grow in our 

God-given gifting.   

Jeremiah 1:4-10 

Genesis 18:1-15 

1 Corinthians 1:24-30 

Ephesians 3:14-21  

Ordinary people doing extraordinary things 

Mark Dunnett 

“I can see a place where young people are not the church of tomorrow, 

and where old people are not the church of yesterday.  A place where 

everyone has room to grow to develop their God-given gifting, and 

where ordinary people are inspired and empowered to do exceptional 

things for an amazing and all-powerful God.” 



Discussion questions 
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1. Do you have a “go to” answer 

as to why you think God can’t 

(or doesn’t) do exceptional 

things through you?  Share 

these with your group and 

encourage each other with 

truth from God’s word.  

2. How might we keep ourselves 

from getting caught up in the 

world’s wisdom?  (See 1 Cor. 

passage).  How will this affect 

how we value what each 

person brings into the Church 

community?  

3. Are there any areas of gifting 

you feel you would like to be 

mentored in, or have the 

opportunity to grow in, or be 

able to offer mentorship to 

others in?  Discuss these as a 

group and think of ways that 

you (or the wider church) could 

facilitate this.   

Life Group leaders please 

collate suggestions and feed 

these back to Ste.  

 

Read Ephesians 3:14-21 as a 

meditation and lead from this 

into a time of praying for each 

other.  

This Week 

Are there any things you dreamed of or felt God calling you to that have 

“sat on the shelf”?  Take some time to pray about these things and ask 

God to fan into flame the things He has placed in you.   
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 Paul spoke about doing whatever he could to 

connect with, and therefore reach, the people 

around him with the good news about Jesus.  

 We need to understand what is important in 

reaching the people in our towns, and do 

everything we can to create an environment 

where they can connect and hear the life-

changing message.  

 Paul talks about running with endurance, 

about pressing on, about doing our best, and 

doing everything as unto the Lord.  

 Our approach should be “Let’s do the best we 

can with who we are and what we have.  Let’s 

equip, train, raise up and release the best we 

can.”    

1 Corinthians 9:19-27 

Colossians 3:23-24 

Hebrews 12:1-2 

Main points 

A passion for excellence 

Ste Bate 

“I can see a place where there is a passion for excellence; where the term 

“Oh it will do” will not do.  A place where people are stretched and 

challenged to be the best that they can be, but at the same time creating 

an atmosphere of grace and encouragement, where people feel 

confident to try new things knowing they will be safe if they fail; where 

growth and grace go hand in hand, and where a commitment to 

excellence is never confused with professionalism.”  



Discussion questions 
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1. What do you think are some 

cultural norms in West 

Berkshire that we should aim to 

adopt in order to connect well 

with our mission field? What’s 

important to people here? 

2. Why is it Biblical to do things to 

the best of our ability? 

3. Have you ever avoided trying 

something that you really 

wanted to because you were 

afraid you might fail or look 

stupid?   

4. How do we create an 

environment where people feel 

confident and safe to try 

stepping out in new 

things?  Remember, we want 

Church to be a safe place to 

equip people to live fruitful lives 

every day of the week.    

This Week 

Read through the 1 Corinthians 9 and Hebrews 12 passages.  Think 

about the different environments where you interact with people, and 

how you might connect well with the people in those environments to 

show them who Jesus is.  Also, are there any hindrances that are slowing 

you down in the race?   
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 The Church is to be a place that propagates 

growth, wisdom and maturity so that God’s 

people can bring the fullness of His kingdom 

into all areas of life.   

 Everyone has something they bring, and 

everyone has something they can learn from 

others.  This is one great privilege of being part 

of the body of Christ!  

 Everyone has things that motivate them and 

excite them.  The perfect scenario is that we all 

get to operate in our ‘sweet spot’ and find 

opportunities to grow.  

God doesn’t do the “cookie cutter” thing - we 

are all unique and need space to grow in our 

own calling in God, in a way that strengthens 

the whole body.    

Romans 12:1-8 

Hebrews 10:23-25 

2 Timothy 2:2 

Proverbs 9:9; 13:20  

Main points 

Mentoring and Growth 

Joel Gregory 

“I can see a place that is committed to mentorship; where the leaders, 

movers, shakers, Kingdom builders and world changers of tomorrow 

begin to develop their giftings here, today.  A place where teaching and 

making coffee, prophecy and offering a warm welcome, life changing 

worship and sweeping up the floor are all seen as an indispensable part 

of building God’s house.  A place where there is a commitment to 

teaching and to teachability, to mentoring and being mentored, to 

growing and investing in the growth of others.”  



Discussion questions 
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1. Of the list of seven motivational 

gifts in Romans 12, which gift(s) 

resonate(s) with you?  The list 

isn’t exhaustive so don’t feel 

limited to it.  

2. Is there anyone in the Church 

community who you would love 

to learn from/be mentored in a 

particular area?  How would 

you go about approaching them 

about this?   

3. How might the church be able 

to facilitate mentoring, either 

formally or informally?  

4. Do you want to grow and 

change?  

5. Spend some time discussing 

what you think each other’s 

strengths are.  Often we don’t 

see our own strengths, so this 

might help us to see things we 

never knew about ourselves! 

This Week 

If you’d like to grow in a certain area and want someone to mentor you, 

or if you’d be open to mentoring someone else, take action on that this 

week.   
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 We need each other in order to grow. 

 When we wear “masks” (I never thought I’d 

need to clarify that I mean metaphorical 

masks!) and don’t share our true selves, we 

close ourselves off from others and from God’s 

healing work in our lives.   

 When we live in humility and honest 

accountability, we make the way  for the 

healing power of the Holy Spirit to be at work 

in our lives.  

 God wants Glendale to be a place where there 

is no condemnation, so we can authentically 

seek to become more like Christ together, 

without shame or fear.   

James 5:13-20 

Proverbs 27:17 

1 Thessalonians 5:11 

Colossians 3:1-17  

Main points 

Accountable, Spirit-filled relationships 

Liz How 

“I can see a place where the real issues of life are tackled head-on; where 

human frailty and weakness come face to face with an almighty, 

forgiving and life-changing God.  A place where strong relationships are 

built, so that people are strengthened and supported to lead godly lives 

through accountability and the power of the Holy Spirit.”  



Discussion questions 
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1. Have you got any examples 

from your own life where 

you’ve had someone pray with 

you about a struggle or 

problem you were 

facing?  What was the 

outcome?  

2. Why do you think we find it so 

difficult to let others see our 

weaknesses?  

3. How can we make sure that 

accountable relationships put 

us on an upward spiral rather 

than a downward spiral? 

(Building each other up as 

opposed to pulling each other 

down).  

4. Take some extended time to 

read the Colossians passage 

together and use it to inspire 

you as you pray for one 

another.  

This Week 

Ask God to show you if there is someone you could partner with in 

prayer and accountability, and chat about this with your Life Group 

leader.  If you already have a prayer partner, take some time to connect 

with them this week.   
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 The Bible is filled with miracles from beginning to 

end, because God is supernatural!  Nothing is 

impossible with Him.  

 God wants us to live in the fullness of His 

Kingdom.  Even while we are still in the here and 

now we can live supernaturally, as citizens of 

heaven with an eternal perspective.  

 In the same way that Jesus saw miracles 

everywhere He went, He commissioned his 

disciples to live the same miraculous lives as they 

lived out the message of the Gospel.  This applies to 

us today too! 

 As God’s people we are ALL invited into a 

completely different, prophetic and miraculous way 

of living.   

 Let’s live life with the same expectation and 

determination of Shadrach, Meshach and 

Abednego.  They fully expected a miracle but also 

fully committed to follow God even if there was no 

miracle.   

Matthew 19:26 

Mark 16:14-20 

John 14:12-14 

Acts 5:12-16 

Daniel 3:13-18  

Main points 

A house of miracles 

Ste Bate 

“I can see a place where miracles are commonplace because there is a 

bunch of ordinary people putting their hope in an extraordinary God for 

whom nothing is impossible.  A place where people see miracles in their 

bodies; in their relationships; in the salvation of their families and loved 

ones; in God’s provision in their finances; in outrageous and faith-filled 

giving; in deliverance and in freedom for those who have been held 

captive.”  



Discussion questions 
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1. Have you ever experienced a 

miracle?  Share stories in your 

group.  

2. Have you ever been 

desperately in need of a 

miracle and didn’t get 

one?  What did you learn from 

this experience? Did it make 

you more or less likely to pray 

for or believe for a miracle 

since?  

3. How do we keep faithful to God 

in times of disappointment?  

4. There’s an old saying “You can 

be too heavenly minded for any 

earthly good.”  Is that true?  

5. Take some time to pray 

together.  Pray through 

disappointments people may 

have had.  Pray for an increase 

in faith and expectation.  Pray 

that we might all live 

miraculous lives with an eternal 

perspective, as citizens of 

Heaven.   

“LET YOUR KINGDOM COME!”  

This Week 

Ask God to show you what he’s up to this week, and see where there 

are opportunities for miracles in your day to day life.  Keep praying that 

prayer “Let Your kingdom come!” and dare to step out in faith at least 

once!   
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 God’s heart for social justice burns throughout 

the Old and New Testament.  He calls His 

people to reach out to the lost, the last and 

the least in society.  

 In our world there is an ever increasing gulf 

between the rich and the poor.  The world’s 26 

richest people have the combined wealth of 

the poorest 50% of the world’s population.  

 God wants us to use our resources to help lift 

people out of the trap of poverty, and see the 

freedom and dignity of the Kingdom released 

in their lives.  We should look for ways to make 

that happen locally and globally, both in social 

action and in the lifestyle choices we make. 

 The world tends to encourage selfishness and 

accumulation of stuff, whereas the Bible 

teaches selflessness and sharing what we 

have.  

 All that we have belongs to Him and we are 

only stewards of it.   

Deuteronomy 15:1-11 

Psalm 82:3 

Matthew 19:16-30; 

25:31-46 

James 1:27  

Main points 

A heart for the poor 

Joel Gregory 

“I can see a place where there is a passion to reach out to the poor and 

the needy.  Where resources are channelled into changing lives, 

communities and nations.  A place which reaches out to people who are 

trapped in poverty and brings them freedom in the name of Jesus by 

being His hands and His feet; by demonstrating His love in practical ways 

which restore dignity and establish the principles of the Kingdom of 

God.”  



Discussion questions 
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1. Have you ever told a beggar 

you didn’t have any money on 

you when you did? Discuss the 

thought processes and 

suppositions which led to your 

answer, and some of the 

potential complexities around 

this sort of situation.  What 

would Jesus do?  

2. Work together to articulate a 

definition of poverty both in a 

global context, and in our local 

context here in West 

Berkshire.   

3. What are some things you 

know of that are being done to 

overcome poverty and injustice 

locally and globally.  If there are 

choices you’ve made or 

initiatives you’ve been 

personally involved in, please 

share your experiences.  

4. Is there a project or initiative 

that you would like to explore 

as a Life Group?   

This Week 

Be on the lookout for someone in need this week and give them some of 

your time. Share your experiences with your group next week.   
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 God’s people are His ambassadors in this 

world.  It’s His desire that we are salt and 

light within our society.  He has given us a 

voice to speak for truth and righteousness, 

wherever we find ourselves.  

 Our influence in the corridors of power is 

an overflow and consequence of our 

compassion and impact in the places of 

brokenness.  

 As we pray for God’s kingdom to come, we 

are to pray for those in authority over us in 

government.  Pray for God’s wisdom, 

leading and guiding hand to be on those 

who make decisions.  

Matthew 5:13-16 

1 Timothy 2:1-7 

Daniel 2  

Nehemiah 2 

Esther 4:14 

Exodus 3  

Genesis 37-42  

Acts 10 

 

Main points 

A place of influence  

Suzanne Giaever-Enger 

“I can see a place that speaks truth in the arena of power and 

influence.  A place where the truth of God’s word and the power of God’s 

spirit have impact and help to shape the behaviour, policies and actions 

of governments and industry so that fairness, justice and righteousness 

will be established at the highest places in society.”  



Discussion questions 
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1. Have you ever found yourself 

somewhere (either in a 

conversation, a job role, or 

other setting) where you said 

to yourself “Only God could 

have got me here.”? 

2. Have you (or someone you 

know) ever been in a situation 

where you’ve had wisdom or 

clarity / strategy about a way 

forward that seemed to go 

beyond your own ability or 

wisdom.   

3. Are there things that you can 

do to position yourself to be 

more available to God?  How 

important is it to be faithful in 

the “small things”?  

4. Spend time praying for each 

other in the areas of potential 

influence and impact that God 

has placed you in. 

This Week 

Spend some time connecting with God and asking Him to show you the 

areas of your life where He wants you to have influence for His glory.  
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 The Bible is the inspired Word of God, and 

thus is authoritative and is the primary way 

that God speaks to us. A desire for sound 

Biblical teaching is one of the main reasons 

why Glendale Church was started, so this is 

right at the core of our identity as a Church.  

 As we grow in our understanding of Scripture 

we can grow in our experience of God.  It 

grows our desire to see Him at work in us.  

 We want to teach the Bible well, but we also 

want every one of us to have the tools we 

need to read, understand and apply Scripture 

to our lives.  

 It’s an incredible literary document, and it is 

God’s living Word that can speak 

prophetically into our lives. 

 There are lots of resources available to help 

us to get into reading and “digesting” the 

Bible.    

Psalm 19:7-11 

1 Peter 2:2 

Psalm 119:105-112 

 
 

Main points 

Passionate about the Bible 

Andy How 

“I can see a place where there is a commitment to excellence in the 

teaching of, and nurturing a hunger for, the understanding of God’s 

Word; a place where the relevance of the Bible is talked about and lived 

out in God’s people on a daily basis.”  



Discussion questions 
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1. Share your own journey of 

reading the Bible.  Are there 

times when it has really 

impacted you/changed your 

perspective on a situation/

helped you in a crisis?   

2. Do you use any reading notes/

reading plan/app?   

3. What are the main barriers you 

face which prevent you from 

getting more into the Bible?  It 

could be time limitations, 

family commitments, you may 

not read well, maybe you find it 

boring or difficult to 

understand etc.   

4. Solutions! Spend some time 

together working on a plan to 

help each other, in your 

individual circumstances, to 

grow in your knowledge and 

experience of the Bible.   

5. Pray for each other, that the 

Holy Spirit will whet your 

appetite for the Bible.  

This Week 

Write down the plan you developed in your group and try and follow it.   
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 We’re on a mission! The Great Commission makes 

it our responsibility to share Jesus with those in 

our community who don’t know Him yet.  

 The Gospel is a double edged sword. Social action 

is really important, but it would be disastrous to 

meet someone’s physical needs and fail to share 

with them the message that changes lives. Seeing 

lives changed by the power of the Cross and the 

work of the Holy Spirit must always be the 

ultimate goal.  

 Supernatural should be our norm.   

 Weird is just weird and we should try not to 

be.  Let’s look to eliminate all the stuff that doesn’t 

facilitate the work of the Holy Spirit but just looks 

strange to people coming in from the outside.   

Matthew 28:18-20 

2 Corinthians 5:11-21 

Acts 2:42-47  

 

Main points 

Outward looking 

Ste Bate 

“I can see a place that has an outward focus; where there is a 

determination to make the name of Jesus famous in Newbury, West 

Berkshire and beyond.  A place where people flock to hear the teaching 

of God’s word, commit their lives to Him and are changed forever by His 

love.  A place where people are deeply spiritual, entirely supernatural but 

at the same time are completely normal.  A place where people feel 

embraced, loved and confronted by the presence of God, shining through 

ordinary people.  A place where someone who is here for the first time 

and someone who is here for the thousandth time can sit side by side 

and can both understand what’s going on, can both learn something new 

and can both walk out of those doors different to how they walked in.”  



Discussion questions 
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1. Thinking about ‘God’s cosmic 

plan for the salvation of the 

universe’ can feel wonderful 

and exciting.  Thinking about 

spending our Monday on Zoom 

calls with colleagues, not quite 

so exciting.  How can we bring 

the wonder and excitement of 

the former into the latter?  

2. Being an Ambassador in an 

earthly sense comes with huge 

responsibilities, but also great 

privilege and authority.  What 

are the responsibilities, 

privileges and authority that 

we have as God’s 

Ambassadors? There will 

probably be quite a list! 

3. Are there any things we do as 

Church that don’t serve any 

purpose other than being a bit 

weird? We’d love to hear your 

thoughts. 

4. How do we balance the need 

to feed our own growth as 

believers with the need to be 

outward looking?   

This Week 

Make a list of 5 people who you see regularly who don’t yet know 

Jesus.  Put it somewhere where it will remind you to pray for them each 

day.   
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 There is never ever a shortage of resources in 

heaven, and God wants His house to be a place 

of abundance where we have all that we need 

to carry out His will.  

 Abundance is a result of God’s people sharing 

what they have and doing life with a generous 

heart.  

 As we give, we open up the way for God to pour 

into our lap.  This applies to giving forgiveness, 

giving of our time, and giving of our resources, 

our talents and abilities to God and the people 

around us.  

 We get to choose whether we sow forgiveness 

and generosity or judgement and bitterness - 

and we reap what we sow. 

 God wants to enlarge your life, so that you can 

be a resource to those around you. 

Main points 

Living in God’s abundance 

Paula Jayne Bate 

“I can see a place where there is never a shortage of power to heal; grace 

to forgive; hands to help; money to buy; or inspiration to do whatever it 

takes to carry out God’s will and build His Kingdom here.”  

Acts 2:42-47 

Malachi 3:8-12 

Luke 6:37-42 

Luke 12:22-34 



Discussion questions 
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1. Read Luke 12:22-28. Do you 

ever worry about your 

everyday life - whether you’ll 

have enough food to eat or 

enough clothes to wear?  

2. Do you believe that caring for 

you is one of God’s priorities?  

3. Do you think fear of not having 

enough can lead to selfishness, 

and conversely that trusting in 

God’s provision can lead to 

generosity?   

4. When and how do we generally 

learn to trust? 

5. How do we balance being 

generous (with our time, skills, 

money etc), with placing 

healthy boundaries around our 

home life / family life / 

personal life? 

This Week 

Spend some time asking God if there are any areas in your life where 

you don’t trust Him to provide for you.  This could be re finance, 

friendships, help and support in your old age, a place to live, etc.  Ask 

Him to help you to trust Him more.  You may want to look up scriptures 

that speak of God’s provision and/or ask someone to pray with you 

about this.  
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 Throughout Scripture, the worship of God 

both attracts His manifest presence and 

acts as warfare, pushing back the work and 

territory of the enemy. 

 Worship shifts the atmosphere around us, 

and is why our gathering together to 

worship is so important.  It’s what we’ll be 

doing for eternity, and it brings eternity into 

the here and now.  

 God wants His kingdom to come and His 

will to be done on earth as it is in 

heaven.  PULL IT DOWN. 

 We are citizens of heaven but with our feet 

firmly fixed on earth.  Our lives, actions and 

worship of God REALLY matter! Let’s 

prepare the way for our King! 

Main points 

Touching heaven and establishing  
the Kingdom 

Ste Bate 

“I can see a people who touch heaven in worship and in doing so bring 

heaven to earth.  A place where, as Jesus is lifted high, He will draw all 

people to Himself.  I can see a place that literally establishes the 

principles, power and reign of the Kingdom of God right here in this place, 

in our time.”  

Joshua 1:3; 3:1-27 

2 Chronicles 5:13-14 

Revelation 4 

Colossians 3:1-17 



Discussion questions 
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1. What does the word 

intercession mean to you?  Do 

you ever speak the fullness of 

the Kingdom of God over your 

home/street/college/

workplace as you walk about 

it?  

2. Have you ever thought of 

worship as being warfare?  

3. Have you ever experienced a 

shift in mind set, perspective or 

mood or even circumstances 

after spending time 

worshipping God?  Do you 

think that the impact of this 

could be wider than just for 

yourself?  

4. Read the Colossians passage 

together and pray that we 

might live as citizens of heaven, 

pulling the fullness of heaven 

into the here and now. 

This Week 

Try to develop a pattern of consciously worshipping God as you walk 

through life, asking God to fill your life, home, street, workplace, college 

etc with His manifest presence.  Make a note of anything you notice 

happening as a result.  


